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Abstract—State-of-the-art hardware-in-the-loop testing exposes the unit-under-test to emulated virtual system environment dynamics already in the laboratory. Thus the designated
environment model has to be simulated in real-time. In this
work a real-time-capable high-fidelity model of the complex
dynamics of railway catenaries is presented to be utilized in
a high-dynamic, high-speed pantograph test rig. The complex
distributed-parameter catenary dynamics modeled by two coupled Euler-Bernoulli bending beams under axial tension is
described by utilizing a finite-element modeling approach with
absorbing boundaries in a moving coordinate system. By exploiting sparsity, the obtained catenary model allows to simulate
the coupled catenary/pantograph interaction in real time on an
arbitrary large domain and thus is applicable in pantograph
hardware-in-the-loop testing. An extension by nonlinear effects
due to dropper slackening is efficiently incorporated in the simulation, and measures to retain real-time capability via the applied
Newmark integration scheme are outlined. Promising results of
implementations on PC and real-time platforms demonstrate the
high performance of the proposed model structures and methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
High-performance hardware-in-the-loop testing is vital to
enable an efficient development of complex mechatronic components and systems. The goal thereby is to realistically
emulate the designated environment in which the unit-undertest (UUT) will be placed already on the test rig. This way,
reliable predictions of the real-world behavior of the UUT are
possible based on laboratory tests, so development and testtrack time and costs are cut down.
One example are high-speed pantographs that have to establish a reliable connection between the energy-supplying
catenary and the moving train. Especially when traveling at
high speeds the coupled railway/catenary dynamics become
increasingly important. The induced oscillations may eventually result in loss of contact and increased wear by electric
arcs. Hence, the pantograph is a limiting factor in the effort
of reaching higher speeds. Traditional hardware-in-the-loop
(HiL) testing has only been of limited use because of the
neglected complex catenary interaction and thus costly track
tests were still necessary. Striving to reduce the need of
expensive track tests, the pantograph is subjected to elaborate
HiL tests where the catenary behavior is emulated on the test
rig by a concept called impedance control [1]. Rather than
978-1-5090-0755-4/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE

tracking a pre-defined trajectory that might have been obtained
by simulating a catenary model offline, the goal in impedance
control is to realistically emulate a dynamic behavior that
might be given in the form of differential equations [2].
However, the catenary dynamics show several phenomena
that makes modeling (and subsequent simulations) a challenging task. A typical catenary consists of two wires under axial
pre-tension that are coupled via droppers that can be seen as
a one-sided stiffness. The contact wire interacts with the pantograph and the induced oscillations show dispersion effects
(wave-speeds dependent on the frequency) and are moreover
only weakly damped. A very large computational domain
would be necessary to prevent reflected waves coming from
unphysical numerical boundaries from corrupting the solution
at the pantograph’s contact point. Such large computational
domain, however, typically requires large high-order models
that may fail to satisfy real-time requirements. Additionally,
when discretizing the catenary dynamics via explicit finitedifference schemes, extremely small time steps are needed in
simulations in order to guarantee stability. However, this small
time step is also in conflict with the requirements faced in HiL
tests.
In this work the catenary dynamics are discretized via
the finite-element method. The resulting simulation model is
numerically well-conditioned, has a sparse system structure
and can efficiently be solved. To allow HiL runs of arbitrary duration, a moving-coordinate formulation is introduced,
where a fixed pantograph interacts with a moving catenary.
In combination with a wave-absorbing boundary layer this
approach has the advantage that only those parts of the
catenary near the pantograph have to be considered in the
simulation and thus high-fidelity accurate catenary simulations
are made possible in real time.
This allows an FE-based formulation of a moving-catenary
contact problem, being highly efficient (in terms of runtime
vs. accuracy) and suitable for the real-time simulation of highspeed train rides for pantograph testing.
Simulation models of the catenary have already been under
investigation in recent years. For example, Arnold and Simeon
[3] describe a finite-difference formulation of the catenarypantograph interaction problem. Faccinetti and co-authors [4],
[5] show a modal approach to obtain real-time-capable cate-
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the following partial differential equation (PDE):

carrier wire

dropper

dw̄2
dw̄4
−
T
= f¯ ,
(1)
dx4
dx2
with the material parameters ρ as the mass density, A the cross
section area, β0 a velocity-proportional damping coefficient, E
Young’s modulus of elasticity, and I the geometrical moment
of inertia. The axial pre-tension force is denoted by T , the
vertical displacement field of the beam is w̄ = w̄(x, t) and bars
denote resting (catenary-fixed) coordinates. External input into
the system is possible via the distributed force-per-unit-length
f¯ = f¯(x, t), and derivatives with respect to time t are denoted
by a dot. The spatial coordinate x is aligned horizontally on
the undeformed wire.
For efficient simulations first a new coordinate is introduced
being the pantograph position when the train is moving with
a fixed speed v:
ζ = x + vt .
(2)
¨ + β0 w̄˙ + EI
ρAw̄

pantograph

contact wire
mast

Fig. 1. Typical catenary setup as also used for the modeling process.

nary simulation and utilize these dynamics as reference to
emulate a dynamic catenary response for pantograph testing.
Bruni et al. [6] compare ten different catenary-pantograph interaction frameworks. In reference [7] a moving mesh method
for FE in resting-coordinates is developed allowing to choose
smaller element sizes only in the vicinity of the moving load
(the pantograph) and thus to improve simulation efficiency.
Ritzberger [8] outlines the moving-coordinate approach and
the idea of formulating the catenary interaction in a domain
moving with the train, decomposing the displacement into the
stationary sag and a superimposed dynamic solution. Here,
this moving problem description is adopted, the stationary sag
is superimposed with a dynamic solution which is obtained by
a moving-coordinate dynamic FE formulation.
Appropriately defined boundary layers avoid spurious reflections of dynamic solution components back into the domain of interest. Different approaches to realize such boundary
behaviour exist; however, these are typically only applicable
to a specific (simple) type of PDE problem and require many
additional model equations to be solved. In [9] a generic
method to construct absorbing boundary conditions in finitedifference schemes for a wide class of PDEs is presented.
There and in [10] the Euler-Bernoulli beam under axial pretension is explicitly considered, however in both works only
finite-difference formulations are considered. Here, a so-called
sponge layer is formulated to attenuate the wave components
leaving the domain of interest.
To solve the system of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) resulting from the dynamic FE formulation, an efficient numeric Newmark-type integration algorithm is utilized.
It is implemented specifically to exploit the sparse problem
structure and retain compatibility to the utilized real-time
platforms. Numeric studies and comparisons show that the
simulation performance is highly satisfactory, scales linearly
and is numerically well-conditioned.
II. P ROBLEM S ETUP
A typical catenary is depicted in Figure 1 and consists
of two coupled wires. The carrier wire is connected on
Earth-fixed masts and supports the contact wire via so-called
droppers. The contact wire interacts with the moving train’s
pantograph. Both wires are under axial tensile load, and the
droppers are typically considered as one-sided constraints or
springs (i.e., they can only support tensile loads).
A. Pretensioned wire dynamics
Both wires can sufficiently well be described as EulerBernoulli bending beams under axial pre-tension as given by

Transforming (1) to the moving coordinates (ζ, t) produces
additional mixed-derivative terms in the PDE governing the
displacement field w = w(ζ, t) subject to the vertical force
density f (ζ, t):
ρAẅ + β0 ẇ =
−EIw

0000

+ (T − ρAv )w + β0 v w + 2 v ρAẇ0 + f .
2

00

0

(3)

Therein, partial derivatives with respect to the newly introduced spatial coordinate ζ are denoted by a prime.
B. Coupling to mast, droppers, and pantograph
The effect of the droppers is accounted for in the force term
by f¯d,ca = −f¯d,co = δ(x − xd )Fd (t), where ca and co indicate
carrier respectively contact wires, δ is the Dirac-delta function
and the dropper force is modeled as:

kd (ld (t) − ld,0 )
if ld (t) > ld,0
Fd (t) =
, (4)
0
otherwise
where kd is the dropper stiffness and ld,0 is the undeformed
dropper length. This way dropper slackening, meaning a
dropper turning inactive by compressing it, is accounted for
in the model leading to a structure-variant system.
The pantograph is only acting on the contact wire via a
point force:
f¯panto,co (x, t) = δ(x + vt − xpanto,0 )Fpanto (t)

(5)

and the carrier wire is attached to masts (Earth-fixed) via
highly stiff droppers
f¯m,i (x, t) = −δ(x − xm,i )km xm,i (t).

(6)

C. Boundaries — Sponge Layer
In order to avoid spurious reflections from the numerical
domain’s boundary while still retaining real-time-capability
by keeping the computational domain as small as possible,
sponge layers are formulated. To do so, the computational
domain is extended on both sides by a domain governed by
the same PDE but with gradually increasing damping. Consequently, outwards-traveling wave components are significantly
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A. Finite Element for the moving Euler-Bernoulli beam under
axial tension
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x, ξ
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Fig. 2. Beam element with a total of four degrees of freedom, displacement
and rotation at each node.

attenuated. By the smooth increase in damping no additional
reflections are incurred. Here, the damping profile is chosen
as:

n
x−L
,
(7)
β(x) = β0 + βmax
Lsponge
where βmax is the maximum damping inside the sponge layer,
L is the length of the computational domain of interest
and Lsponge is the length of the elongated sponge layer. The
exponent n can be chosen by the designer to achieve a certain
damping characteristics.

One element with the length of 2a is depicted in Figure 2. It
is described by two nodes at −a and +a respectively −1 and
+1 if the local coordinate ξ = xa is introduced. One striking
advantage of the FE method is that the element size is allowed
to change and thus higher accuracy on critical, interesting parts
can be obtained by creating a finer mesh in its vicinity without
drastically increased overall computational effort. Each node
has two degrees of freedom (DOF): the displacement w and
the rotation ϕ. The displacement w and rotation ϕ inside
an element are described via third-order polynomials in ξ
(collected in the vector N(ξ)), called shape functions, e.g.:

T
w(ξ) = N(ξ)qe = N(ξ) w1 ϕ1 w2 ϕ2 .
(8)
These shape functions have several advantageous properties
like Delta-function behavior at node points and partition of
unity in between, see [11], [12]. By applying Hamilton’s
principle on one beam element and substitutions incorporating
(8) in the dynamic equilibrium equations of a small beam
element, the following equations of motion of one beam
element are obtained:

D. Assembly
The final catenary model can be obtained by describing both
wires with the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation in a moving
coordinate system given by Eq. (3). Because of the catenary’s
assumed periodic structure, the domain of interest is chosen
as the area between two masts (called span), and the computational domain is extended by sponge layers on both ends. The
pantograph acts via (5) in the middle of the domain. Droppers
as described by (4) are modeled inside the currently formulated
span with their corresponding reference length l0 .
For dynamic simulations in this pantograph-fixed perspective, the positions of the mast and the droppers inside the span
moves with the negative train velocity −v through the (ζ, t)domain. As masts or droppers leave the computational domain,
they have to be spawned on the other end.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
In the finite element (FE) method the computational domain
is split into small elements (hence finite element) and the
PDE solution is approximated in each element by simple
ansatz-functions. This way a weak solution to the underlying
partial differential equation is sought. Instead of solving a PDE
such as (1) to obtain a solution that at all times and every
point fulfills the PDE, which is often not even possible, an
integral formulation is solved. This is in general easier and
also possible for complex geometries and PDEs.
The one-dimensional FE method is shortly introduced, followed by the derivation of an Euler-Bernoulli beam element
under axial tensile load in moving coordinates. Afterwards,
an efficient numerical Newmark-type integration scheme is
presented that allows to exploit the sparsity of the system
matrices.

me q̈e + ce q̇e + ke qe = f e ,

(9)

where me , ce , and ke are the element’s mass, damping, and
stiffness matrices and f e is a vector of forces and moments
acting on each node. In the case of a pre-tensioned EulerBernoulli beam in moving coordinates with constant parameters, the following matrices are obtained:
Z 1
NT (ξ)N(ξ)dξ ,
me = aρA
−1
Z 1
Z 1
dN(ξ)
T
N (ξ)
ce = −2ρAv
β(ξ)NT (ξ)N(ξ)dξ ,
dξ +
dξ
−1
−1
Z
T − v 2 ρA 1 dNT (ξ) dN(ξ)
ke =
dξ+
a
dξ
dξ
−1
Z
Z 1
dNT (ξ)
EI 1 d2 NT (ξ) d2 N(ξ)
β(ξ)
N(ξ)dξ ,
dξ
−
v
a3 −1 dξ 2
dξ 2
dξ
−1

where a position-dependent damping β(ξ) was used to accomplish the sponge layer described in Section II-C.
The equations of motion of each beam element are being
collected into a global system description. This is particularly
simple in a one-dimensional system like the beam where no
coordinate transformations from local to global coordinates
are necessary. Two adjacent elements share one node, i.e.
the displacement and rotation can not change at element
boundaries. Since one beam element is only interacting with
its immediate neighbors, the resulting system matrices are
only sparsely populated. The resulting finite element system
equation reads:
MQ̈ + CQ̇ + K(t, Q)Q = F ,

(10)

where the vector Q contains all DOFs in the system, i.e.
all node displacements and rotations. The stiffness matrix
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i

where σ denotes the Heaviside step function. The droppers
only have influence on the system if they are under tension,
i.e., if their deformed length ld,i (t) = wca,di − wco,di is greater
than their undeformed length ld,0,i .
Setting the time derivatives in (10) to zero and solving for
Q, the static solution of the system is obtained. Eigenvalue
analysis are also easy to perform if an efficient routine for
computing eigenvalues of a large matrix are available. However, obtaining a dynamic solution to arbitrary initial values is
more involved.
B. Newmark integration with sparse algebra
Different integration methods can be applied for simulating
(10) forward in time. However, some key aspects have to be
addressed in this special case:
• real-time capability is needed,
• the system is piecewise linear and dependent on the
current state,
• the matrices are of high-dimensions but only sparsely
populated,
• the large dropper stiffness renders the problem moderately stiff.
Especially the last item renders the finite-difference method
unsuitable for the simulation of (10) because significantly
smaller time steps would be necessary to obtain a stable
integration scheme (conditionally stable) that is additionally
dependent on the smallest element size [11]. Methods like
time step aggregation destroy sparsity and, additionally, incorporating phenomena such as dropper slackening becomes
cumbersome. As will be shown later, sparsity is crucial in
order to simulate large state-space systems of the order n
because a single time step requires only O(n) operations
compared to O(n2 ) operations for dense systems.
In this work, an implicit integration method is used to
solve (10). This means that a system of equations has to be
solved in each time step, contrary to explicit methods where
the update equation of one point is explicitly given. Some
implicit methods, like the Newmark integration method used in
this work, are unconditionally stable for linear time-invariant
systems, allowing an arbitrarily large time step. By exploiting
the sparsity of the problem data, a runtime order of O(n) can
still be achieved which makes implicit methods superior to
explicit methods under real-time requirements.
In Newmark’s method, two integration parameters (γ, β) are
available which both have to lie in the interval 0 ≤ β, γ ≤ 1
and can be chosen by the engineer. For γ ≥ 0.5 and
2
, the scheme becomes unconditionally stable for
β ≥ (2γ+1)
16
integrating linear systems [11].

·10−3
0
Displacement (m)

K(t, Q) is time-dependent because of the moving droppers
and masts, and state-dependent because of the nonlinear dropper behavior. It can be split according to the different contributions of the beam equation, the masts, and the droppers:
X
K(t) = K0 + Km (t) +
Ki (t)σ(ld,i (t) − ld,0,i ) , (11)

−1

Fourier-Galerkin (2000 el)
Finite Element (200 el)
Finite Difference (200 el)
Finite Element (20 el)
Finite Difference (20 el)

−2

−3
10

11

12

13
Position (m)

14

15

16

Fig. 3. Comparison of finite difference and finite element method using
different system dimensions on a test beam subject to a force input. For
comparison a high-order solution was additionally obtained with the FourierGalerkin method.

First it is assumed that the solution vector of the DOFs
(Qt = Q(t)) and their velocities (Q̇t ) at the next time step
(t + ∆t) are:



1
Qt+∆t = Qt + ∆tQ̇t + (∆t)2
− β Q̈t + β Q̈t+∆t ,
2
i
h
Q̇t+∆t = Q̇t + ∆t (1 − γ)Q̈t + γ Q̈t+∆t .
(12)
Inserting both equations into (10) and rearranging leads to
(13)

KCM Q̈t+∆t = F̃t+∆t ,
2

KCM = K(t, Q)β(∆t) + Cγ∆t + M ,

(14)

and the residual force vector
i
h
F̃t+∆t = Ft+∆t − C Q̇t + ∆t(1 − γ)Q̈t
 


1
2
− β Q̈t . (15)
− K(t, Q) Qt + ∆tQ̇t + (∆t)
2
The acceleration at the new time step t + ∆t is needed to
obtain the DOFs from (12) and can be calculated by solving
(13). This operation involves a matrix inversion and makes the
Newmark’s algorithm an implicit integration scheme. If the
system matrices in (10) are sparsely populated, then KCM is
sparse as well and all operations needed to solve one time step
are sparse matrix-vector multiplications, respectively solving
the sparse equation (13).
IV. R ESULTS
A. Accuracy
In the finite-difference (FD) method all derivatives appearing in an PDE are discretized by approximating them by, for
example, a second-order central-differences scheme:
f (x + ∆x) − f (x − ∆x)
,
(16)
2∆x
with the spatial step size ∆x. This automatically leads to
a discretization in each variable and results in a (possibly
implicit) update scheme where all displacements of the time
step (n + 1) depend on those of the previous time steps.
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f 0 (x) = lim

∆x→0

40

reference model
real-time model

−0.94
Displacement (m)

60
time (ms)

−0.92

MATLAB m-file (dense)
MATLAB m-file
MATLAB C++ S-Function
dSPACE ds1202
dSPACE ds1006

20

−0.96
−0.98
−1

0

0

1,000

2,000
3,000
4,000
State-Space Dimension

5,000

−1.02
10

6,000

Fig. 4. Result from a run-time analysis of the proposed catenary model with
different state-space dimensions.

Compared to FE, the FD approach is simple to derive and
implement, however it suffers from several drawbacks. The
FE method is usually more accurate even at a low number of
elements, as can be seen in Figure 3. A test beam with a single
force input is simulated with both discretization methods and
different accuracy levels. The number of elements respectively
discretization points is listed in the legend for each solution.
Both methods produce sparsely populated system matrices
which makes them computationally very appealing. However,
the conditioning in the FE method is better, meaning that they
are numerically more robust. In the simple example of an
Euler-Bernoulli test beam simulated in Figure 3 the condition
number (obtained by the MATLAB condest command, close to
1 being good) of the FE method’s matrix is: 320 vs. 1.6 × 105
for the FD discretized system matrix. Figure 3 shows that
already few FE elements are sufficient to accurately describe
the beam dynamics while the FD method even for small
discretization steps suffers from poor oscillatory behavior
which hampers the usability of the FD method for the EulerBernoulli beam under high axial pre-tension.
B. Runtime and scaling
Figure 4 shows the runtime requirements of performing
one step of the Newmark integration scheme of the realtimecapable moving-coordinate catenary system depending on the
resulting state-space dimension. This was tested in MATLAB
with using sparse and dense matrix operations as well as
tested on two different real-time systems of dSPACE. Exploiting sparsity is crucial when dealing with FE code as it
leads to a linear growth in computational demand with DOF
count, meaning that a doubling of the element count needs
approximately twice the time to compute. Using dense matrix
operations, however, leads to a quadratic increase in runtime
(see Figure 4) and consequently renders the real-time usage
of a model of high complexity impossible.
On one of the realtime platforms (ds1006) the runtime
is similar to running a MATLAB script (either via m-file
or a C++ S-function) on a modern desktop computer. The
authors assume that the low performance of the dSPACE
ds1202 platform (still scaling linearly, however) comes from
the lacking vectorization support of the processor or compiler.

10.5

11

11.5

12
time (s)

12.5

13

13.5

14

Fig. 5. Result from linear system model (two sided droppers), catenary-fixed
vs. pantograph-fixed
wire
carrier
contact

ρA
kg/m
0.6
1.068

dropper j
xd,i in m
ld,0,i in m
parameter
value

β
kg/s/m
0.6
0.2
1
5
0.845

Fpanto
100 N

EI
N m2
100
150

2
15
0.625
∆t
1/400 s

T
N
15 × 103
15 × 103

3
25
0.515
∆ζ
0.3 m

4
35
0.515

nel /span
[]
200
200

Lsponge
m
24
24

5
45
0.625

6
55
0.845

kd
2 × 105 N/m

km
106 N/m

TABLE I
P HYSICAL AND SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF THE CATENARY SYSTEM

From Figure 4 the relation between possible sampling frequency vs. state-space dimension is illustrated for the realtime
simulation case. For example, using a sampling frequency of
400 Hz, a state-space system with a dimension of about 1000
can still successfully be solved forward in real time.
C. Linear Catenary Model
Following an approach presented in [8] the solution of all
catenary models were obtained by decomposing the solution
in the pre-computed static solution and a dynamic solution,
that describes the deviation therefrom.
A linear catenary model with parameters summarized in
Table I is simulated using a long domain in resting coordinates
with a moving pantograph to obtain a reference solution for the
realtime-capable pantograph-fixed (moving-coordinate) model.
Here, the droppers are modeled as a two-sided linear spring
which yields a globally linear system behavior.
A pantograph is moving with constant velocity v = 60 m/s
and applies a constant force of 100 N. Figure 5 shows a
comparison of both simulations. Although the trajectory is
different it can be seen that the main dynamics can already
be well captured. However, the reduced model is able to
compute in real time, whereas the results of the catenary-fixed
simulations are only usable as long as no spurious reflections
occur from the boundary and the model size is already about
20 times the size of the reduced model when only simulating
for 12 s.
Newmark’s integration scheme is only unconditionally stable for linear systems, however, due to the dropper and mast
shifting through the computational domain a time-varying
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Fig. 6. Preliminary results from a nonlinear catenary model were the dropper
slackening was considered.

model is obtained for which stability has to be investigated
separately. Several parameter modifications of a real-world
catenary are necessary in order to obtain a stable simulation.
Especially the velocity-proportional damping β was increased
to avoid high-frequency oscillations that emerged when the
sampling-time and element size were increased for obtaining
real-time capability. Additionally, the stiffness of the droppers
and masts was faded in and out when the coupling elements
were spawned and detached at the span’s boundaries.
The authors attribute the systematic delay seen in Figure 5
and 6 to these modifications, but this phenomenon is still
subject of ongoing studies.
D. Nonlinear Catenary Model
The aforementioned stability issues of the time-varying
system become worse when dropper slackening is additionally
taken into account, even for the catenary-fixed unbounded domain simulation. For an increased pantograph force of 200 N,
too long integration time steps in combination with dropper
slackening induce chattering when droppers are taken in and
out at consecutive time steps, resulting in high-frequency
oscillations. Parameter studies showed that increasing the
damping to 1.0 N s/m and 0.6 N s/m for the carrier and contact
wires, respectively, as well as reducing the integration time
step size to 1 ms lead to a stable integration.
Figure 6 shows preliminary results of the nonlinear catenary
model where dropper slackening was considered.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
A real-time-capable simulation model of complex railway
catenary dynamics has been proposed in this work that serves
as basis of a hardware-in-the-loop test rig for high-speed
catenary testing. Several modeling choices effectively realize
a model structure that maximizes model fidelity while still
fulfilling real-time requirements: the catenary is modeled in
moving coordinates, so the computational domain moves with
the train and can be truncated efficiently. Absorbing boundaries avoid the ingress of spurious reflections of traveling
waves at the artificial domain boundaries back into the domain
of interest. Furthermore, only the dynamic solution is being
computed in the FE model and the stationary solution components generated by the static sag are superimposed. Finally,

the sparse model structure is exploited by a Newmark-type
integration algorithm.
The resulting simulation model is highly efficient in terms
of computation time vs. model fidelity and, moreover, scales
favorably with the element count. Numeric studies prove that
outstanding real-time performance is attained for a variety
of computational platforms (desktop PC and various realtime platforms). Extensions to incorporate variable system
structure (resulting, for example, from dropper slackening)
impose limitations on the stable integration time step length,
and solutions to retain real-time performance are outlined
and quantified. Improving accuracy and allowing for stable
real-time simulations are content of future tasks, as well as
adopting a controlled boundary layer as proposed in [10] for
the FD case to the FE method.
Conclusively, the proposed modeling approach provides a
highly efficient simulation model as a building block for highfidelity pantograph HiL testing applications.
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